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le-ontinuum (MPC) method is outlined to take advantageof available 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ases. In general, linear speedup is realized for smallproblems but with a slope less than unity, with no eet on the nal solution. Overall, thesaled eieny of larger omputations on more proessors remains above 80% for the testase examined. Comparisons between solution time requirements for full DSMC and theMPC are made. A moderate speedup of about ve is attainable for the higher Knudsennumber ase, while a speedup of over thirty ompared to the full DSMC time is realizedfor the near equilibrium 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∞ Free stream I. IntrodutionAs a hypersoni vehile traverses a planetary atmosphere, the variation of harateristi ow lengthand time sales about the vehile an vary from very large to extremely small. One parameter used toompare the variation in length sales is the Knudsen number. At suiently low Knudsen numbers, manygas partile ollisions our around the body and the ow an be onsidered in ollisional equilibrium.When the ow is onsidered near ollisional equilibrium, ontinuum ow formulations suh as the Navier-Stokes equations provide a physially aurate desription of the ow eld. Computational Fluid Dynamis(CFD) provides aurate and eient numerial solutions of the Navier-Stokes equations. However, at highKnudsen numbers, the ow is rareed, or in ollisional nonequilibrium. In this regime, the approximationsused to derive the Navier-Stokes equations break down and the ow an only be aurately desribed usinga kineti desription. The diret simulation Monte Carlo (DSMC) method1 rst proposed by Bird providesan approah that an aurately model dilute gas ows desribed by the Boltzmann equation. Thoughphysially aurate over all ow onditions, DSMC beomes prohibitively expensive at higher densities dueto time and length sale restritions set by separating the move and ollision proesses in the method. Atthese higher densities, the approximations used to form the Navier-Stokes equations are valid, and the owan be omputed using CFD. For many hypersoni ows of interest, some regions of the ow eld, suh asthe shok, boundary layer, or wake, an be suiently rareed so that CFD an not be used over the entireow eld while simultaneously having regions that an be onsidered well within the ontinuum regimemaking full DSMC simulations prohibitively expensive. Instead, a hybrid method an be employed thattakes advantage of the omputational eieny of CFD in regions that are near ollisional equilibrium, whilemaintaining the physial auray of DSMC in regions that are rareed.Previous work has been performed using a zonally deoupled DSMC-CFD simulation.24 For thesehybrid methods, a CFD solution is alulated to a predetermined interfae, then this information is used asthe boundary ondition for the DSMC simulation over the remainder of the domain. This method is onlyvalid when the rareed region is ompletely down stream of the ontinuum region with no reirulation orsubsoni ow ourring aross the interfae. This is beause the CFD solution is ompletely deoupled fromthe DSMC solution. Often, rareed regions are highly loalized and two way oupling is required to obtainan eient, physially aurate simulation. Various methods have been proposed that adaptively re-positionthe interfae between DSMC and CFD throughout the simulation using dierent oupling methods betweenthe two domains.58 Referene 9 presents a disussion of the major onsiderations involved in oupling akineti sheme with a ontinuum method as well as a summary of published work on past methods.9The present artile extends the modular partile-ontinuum (MPC) method that was rst developedfor 1-D shok waves10 and later extended to 2-D and axi-symmetri ows.11, 12 In previous work, the MPCmethod was able to reprodue the full DSMC results. By limiting the DSMC method to only regions that arerareed, the MPC method an ahieve speed-up fators exeeding 3 for transitional ows13 and 13 for nearontinuum ows.12 In addition, previous work was performed to inrease the physial auray of the MPCmethod at higher enthalpies by inluding onsistent models for rotational and vibrational nonequilibrium inboth ow modules.14, 15All past work with the MPC method has been limited to 2-D and axi-symmetri ows due to the serialimplementation of the method. In order to simulate larger, more ompliated ows and extend the methodto 3-D, the ode must rst be parallelized to redue the proessor memory requirements and take advantageof networked omputing lusters. This artile outlines the reent progress of parallelizing the MPC methodwith domain deomposition. First, the modular implementation of the MPC is outlined inluding detailsrelevant to parallel implementation. Then details of preliminary parallel timing omparisons are outlined.Finally, the parallel MPC method is applied to a low Knudsen number hypersoni ow over a 2-D ylinderand ompared with full DSMC and CFD ow eld results.2 of 14Amerian Institute of Aeronautis and Astronautis
II. DSMC and Navier-Stokes ModulesThe modular partile-ontinuum (MPC) method is apable of simulating planar shok waves10 and twodimensional and axi-symmetri ows.11, 12, 16 For the ontinuum regions, it uses a CFD ode alled LeMANS,while a DSMC ode alled MONACO is used for rareed regions. Very few modiations are made to eahsoure ode whih allows the use of state of the art simulation methods that have been previously developedand veried. Instead, the fous is on the hybrid methodology, partiularly where the interfae between CFDand DSMC is loated and when and how information is transferred between the two modules. In order touse full DSMC results as veriation of the MPC method, are must be taken in order to ensure that thephysial models used in the two ow solvers are onsistent and provide the same results in regions whereboth solvers are valid. The rest of this setion will outline the important physial models for the ow ofinterest employed in eah ow solver, while the proeeding setion summarizes the methodology used in theframework of the MPC method.CFD ModuleLeMANS is a laminar, hypersoni ode that uses CFD methods to solve the Navier-Stokes equations thatare modied to aount for rotational and vibrational nonequilibrium. The Variable Hard Sphere (VHS)visosity model, as seen in Eqs. 1 and 2, is used to be onsistent with the DSMC module. For all simulationspresented in this paper, diatomi nitrogen is used with a referene temperature, Tref , of 273 K and a referenediameter, dref , of 4.17× 10−10 m. The power law exponent used is ω = 0.75 while m is the moleular mass,










2πd2ref (5 − 2ω) (7 − 2ω)
(2)LeMANS is apable of simulating separate rotational or vibrational energy equations. The translation-rotation relaxation time is modeled using the produt of Parker's model for rotational ollision number andVHS equilibrium mean ollision time. The translation-vibration relaxation time is modeled using the sum ofthe of Landau-Teller approximation with oeients from Millikan and White18 and Park's phenomenologialhigh temperature orretion.19 For the ases presented in this paper, the free stream enthalpy is suientlysmall suh that vibrational ativation an be ignored with little eet on ow results, so only rotationalnonequilibrium is ativated in the simulations presented in this paper.DSMC ModuleMONACO is a general, ell-based implementation of the DSMC method apable of simulating 2-D, 3-D,or axially symmetri ows. Modules that model rotational, vibrational, or hemial nonequilibrium of anarbitrary number of speies are also available. The VHS ollision model that repliates the marosopivisosity-temperature dependene under equilibrium onditions whih is shown in Eq. 1 is used.Rotational relaxation is modeled using the phenomenologial variable rotational energy exhange prob-ability model of Boyd,20 that is derived from Parker.21 The Lumpkin orretion parameter is applied tothe instantaneous probability to resolve the dierenes in denition of ontinuum and partile relaxationtimes.22Vibration-translation relaxation is modeled using a phenomenologial, ell-temperature based probabilitymodel that is onsistent with the equilibrium vibrational relaxation time. This method applies an averageprobability of a vibrational relaxation proess for eah ollision aross the ell. More information an befound in Ref. 15. A orretion parameter suggested by Gimelshein, et al. is applied to resolve the dierenesin the denition of the relaxation time between DSMC and CFD for quantized energy distributions, suh as3 of 14Amerian Institute of Aeronautis and Astronautis
the harmoni osillator approximation used in MONACO.23 Again, for the proeeding simulations, ativationof vibrational energy is ignored.III. Modular and Parallel ImplementationIn order to parallelize the MPC method in an eient manner, the modular implementation and datastruture must be taken into aount. Both modules used in the MPC method are parallelized using messagepassing interfae (MPI), so work on parallelizing the MPC method is restrited to providing ell load infor-mation onsistent with the module being alled next so that dynami domain deomposition an provideeah proessor with omparable segments of omputational load.Modular ImplementationAn outline of the MPC method is as follows:1. Load grid-independent full Navier-Stokes solution on a strutured mesh. Use ontinuum breakdownparameter (Eq. 3) to set up initial interfae loations. Create overlap region into initial ontinuumdomain. Create DSMC grid by rening CFD grid to meet loal ell size restritions using the initialontinuum result. Generate partiles in the DSMC domain.2. In partile boundary ells, destroy all old partiles and reate new DSMC partiles based on Navier-Stokes information in orresponding ells. Sample partile veloities from Chapman-Enskog veloitydistribution and partile internal energies from Boltzmann energy distribution funtions. Cyle throughDSMC solver for one time-step. Update hybrid marosopi quantities using subrelaxation parameter(Eq. 4). Repeat presribed number of times.3. Re-evaluate breakdown parameter; if needed, move interfaes, reate partiles in new DSMC ells, anddestroy partiles in newly tagged pure ontinuum ells.IF interfaes have signiantly hanged go to step 2.ELSE update the Navier-Stokes boundary ells with subrelaxation average and ontinue.4. Cyle through Navier-Stokes solver. Repeat until signiantly onverged.5. Re-evaluate breakdown parameter; if needed, move interfaes, reate partiles in new DSMC ells, anddestroy partiles in newly tagged pure ontinuum ells.IF interfaes have signiantly hanged or steady-state has not been reahed, go to step 2.ELSE ontinue.6. Remove overlap regions and delete partiles in overlap region.7. In partile boundary ells, destroy all old partiles and reate new DSMC partiles based on Navier-Stokes information in ells. Cyle through DSMC solver for a presribed number of iterations andollet samples.8. Update Navier-Stokes boundary ells and further onverge ontinuum region.IF DSMC statistial satter and Navier-Stokes residual are aeptable, end.ELSE return to step 7.Equation 3 shows the breakdown parameter used in the MPC method where λ is the loal mean free path and
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A separate, strutured DSMC mesh is reated by rening the CFD grid to meet DSMC ell size restri-tions. Due to the nature of reating the DSMC mesh by renement of the CFD mesh, every DSMC ell isentirely physially loated in one CFD ell. In addition, every CFD ell orresponds to a unique number ofDSMC ells that over the same area for the 2-D grid. Both ow modules are virtually unmodied and usetheir native data struture. Instead, hybrid funtions and data strutures are used to pass information be-tween modules and perform misellaneous hybrid routines, suh as moving the rareed-ontinuum interfaeloation. Figure 1 shows a shemati of the data struture and modular implementation of the MPC method.The LeMANS data struture still operates over ells with eah ell ontaining geometry and ow propertydata. In a similar manner, the MONACO data struture based on ells that ontain geometry and pointersto eah partile data struture. The MPC data struture is built to link to two existing data strutures.Eah CFD array element has a orresponding hybrid array element that ontains all information (pointers)to the DSMC ells that are physially ontained within the CFD ell as well as required hybrid informationsuh as the ell type (partile, ontinuum or both in overlap). In addition, there is a look up array (notshown) to ross referene the CFD (and hybrid) ell index given a DSMC ell index. These data struturesallow omplete oupling between the two methods. During a typial hybrid loop, both CFD and DSMCinformation is needed by the hybrid funtions that generate and destroy partiles at the boundaries, evaluatethe breakdown parameter and move interfae loations, and trak marosopi hanges in the rareed region.Beause of the modular implementation, updates to either the CFD or DSMC modules an be performedand hanges in ode are onned to just the 18 hybrid funtions used to ouple the two ow modules. Thissigniantly redues the time required to inlude new developments in the hybrid ode, suh as the reentinlusion of a separate rotational energy equation in the ontinuum solver.Parallel ImplementationBoth MONACO and LeMANS are parallelized as separate odes using message passing interfae (MPI).Due to the modular nature of the MPC method, all parallelized routines that apply to the module datastruture an be used without modiation. Instead, separate funtions are provided to perform dynamidomain deomposition using load balane information onsistent with the hybrid framework. One the graphis partitioned, the hybrid funtions provide eah module with the partition information so that eah modulean perform its normal partitioning routine and renumber its loal data on eah node to be onsistent withits parallel routines. Finally, hybrid funtions reorder the loal hybrid data struture to be onsistent withthe loal MONACO and LeMANS data strutures.As earlier mentioned, during eah time-step hybrid funtions aess data from both the DSMC and CFDdata strutures. In order to redue inter-proessor ommuniation at eah time-step, all data for one CFDell is be kept on the same loal proessor. This leads to partition uts of data along horizontal lines inthe shemati of the data struture shown in Fig. 1. In turn, this leads to all DSMC ells loated in oneCFD ell to be loated on the same proessor. Partitioning an then be applied diretly to the hybriddata struture (whih is mapped one to one to the CFD data struture) and both modules an partition toremain onsistent with the partitioned hybrid information. In addition, due to the loosely oupled nature,eah module is alled for multiple iterations, before alling the next module. This allows for dynami domaindeomposition to be performed using load information onsistent only with the next solver that is alled.This leads to a hange in the following MPC method steps to perform dynami domain deomposition:3. Re-evalute breakdown parameter; if needed, move interfaes, reate partiles in new DSMC ells, anddestroy partiles in newly tagged pure ontinuum ells.IF interfaes have signiantly hanged, repartition using DSMC ell load information and goto step 2.ELSE repartition using CFD ell load information and update the Navier-Stokes boundary ellswith subrelaxation average and ontinue.5. Re-evalute breakdown parameter; if needed, move interfaes, reate partiles in new DSMC ells, anddestroy partiles in newly tagged pure ontinuum ells.IF interfaes have signiantly hanged or steady-state has not been reahed, repartition usingDSMC ell load information and go to step 2.ELSE ontinue. 5 of 14Amerian Institute of Aeronautis and Astronautis
Figure 1: Modular implementation of the soure ode and data strutures.13
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6. Remove overlap regions, delete partiles in overlap region, and repartition using DSMC ell loadinformation.8. Repartition using CFD ell load information, update Navier-Stokes boundary ells, and furtheronverge ontinuum region.IF DSMC statistial satter and Navier-Stokes residual are aeptable, end.ELSE repartition using DSMC ell load information and return to step 7.The domain deomposition is performed using METIS24 with ell load information provided by the hybridand module data strutures. Figure 2 shows a shemati of the mesh strutures used in the two modulesduring the initial unsteady portion of the MPC loop at the IF statement of step 3. Sine MONACO willbe the next solver alled, DSMC ell load information will be provided to METIS along with the hybriddata struture whih is the same as the CFD data struture. In this ase, the red ells will have a ell loadproportional to the total number of DSMC partiles in the ell, while blue ells have a ell load of zero.In ontrast, Fig. 3 shows a shemati of the ell load information used for dynami domain deompositionwithin the ELSE statement of step 3. Now CFD ells in the ontinuum and overlap region (red) are given aell load of unity, while ells loated in the rareed region are given a ell load of zero sine they are skippedin the CFD omputation.
Figure 2: Shemati of ell load estimation supplied to METIS before the DSMC module is alled. Red ellshave a omputational load proportional to the DSMC partiles loated in the ell while blue ells are givenzero omputational load.
Figure 3: Shemati of ell load estimation supplied to METIS before the CFD module is alled. Red ellshave a omputational load proportional to unity while blue ells are given zero omputational load.
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M 15, Kn 0.01
M 12, Kn 0.002
Continuum
RarefiedFigure 4: Final rareed-ontinuum interfae loation for the two test ases.Figure 5 shows a plot of the 32 proessor domain boundaries optimized for load balaning for the DSMCmodule. All partitions are lustered in the near wake region where the DSMC partiles are loated while theentire ontinuum region is appended to one partition. In addition, translational temperature ontours aredisplayed. No jumps are visible aross proessor or rareed-ontinuum interfae loations whih demonstratethat the orret information transfer routines in both ow libraries are still working as intended.Figure 6 shows a plot of the parallel speed up for the two ases examined for both the unsteady portionand the steady state portion of the MPC simulations. Both ases show a higher speedup during the steadyportion ompared to the unsteady portion. This is due to inreased variation in the total number of simulationpartiles during the unsteady portion of the omputation whih neessitates the overhead of more dynamidomain deomposition alls. At steady state, the total number of partiles on eah proessor remains nearlyonstant. The speedup for all ases begins to deviate from the ideal speedup as the number of proessorsinrease. Despite this deviation, near linear speedup is still attained. In addition, the higher Knudsennumber ase ahieves a higher speedup in nearly all tests due to the larger rareed region whih inreasesthe total number of partiles, and therefore omputational load, required.8 of 14Amerian Institute of Aeronautis and Astronautis
Figure 5: Temperature ontours and proessor domain boundaries for a DSMC module all during steadystate.
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It should be noted that the two ases used for this study do not require a large omputational expense andthe amount of time spent on performing the parallel portion of the omputation signiantly dereases as thenumber of proessors inreases. In addition, the main goal of the parallelization of the ode is to solve largerproblems in about the same amount of time. Larger omputational expense jobs, suh as three dimensionalsimulations, will display a speedup urve that stays loser to the ideal urve longer and may not even befeasible to perform on one proessor due to memory onstraints. This eet an be seen in Fig. 7 where theomputational expense of the lower Knudsen number ase is inreased by inreasing the number of DSMCsimulation partiles whih proportionally inreases the total omputational load. Using this information, asaled eieny an be estimated. The saled eieny is dened in Eq. 5 where ηS (pn, p) is the saledeieny of doing pn omputational work on p proessors and t(pn, p) is the wall time required to do perform
pn omputational work on p proessors. For these ases, the wall times are normalized with the wall timerequired for an 8 proessor (1 full node) omputational ase. Doubling and quadrupling the omputationalload and resoures require less than 7% and 17% more wall time, respetively.
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Figure 7: Saled eieny of the MPC method (problem size saled with number of proessors).simulation, this region is marked as rareed, so the DSMC module, whih an aurately model the rareedow physis, is applied.Figures 9(a) and 9(b) ompare full DSMC, full CFD, and the MPC method preditions of translationaland rotational temperature, respetively. Again, the MPC method is able to improve the CFD preditionin the near wake region by applying the DSMC solver in regions where the Navier-Stokes equations breakdown with a maximum. The largest observed dierene in ow eld properties between the MPC and fullDSMC results is about 4%. In addition, the MPC results show a small improvement in the agreement ofontour plaement in the ontinuum region as well. This is a diret eet of the hybrid oupling providingbetter boundary information to the CFD solver along the ontinuum-rareed interfae.Computational PerformaneTable 2 summarizes the omputational performane of the MPC method. The data for the higher Knudsennumber ase was taken from Ref. 15. The atual speedup is alulated by taking the ratio of the totalCPU time to alulate the full DSMC result to total CPU time to alulate the MPC result. In addition,an estimate of the ideal speedup is inluded as well, where the ideal speedup is the nal total partile ratiobetween full DSMC andMPC simulations. For fair omparison, both the full DSMC andMPC simulations areperformed on the same omputer arhiteture using the same ompiler and ompiler options. In addition, forthe lower Knudsen number ase, the parallel implementation of the MPC method is applied and the domainsplit so that the number of partiles per proessor is the same in the MPC and full DSMC simulation.This results in the MPC simulation being omputed on 4 proessors, while the full DSMC simulation isomputed on 104 proessors. In addition, onstant numerial partile weighting, time-step, and numberof sample steps are used in both DSMC modules. It is lear that the MPC method shows a muh higherinrease in performane for the near ontinuum simulation. This is a diret eet of signiantly reduingthe total number of simulation partiles required. In addition, despite signiant overhead for the parallelimplementation, the MPC simulation still ahieves near ideal speedup. This is due, in part, from a redutionin the number of time-steps required to reah steady state in the MPC method. Sine the MPC methodstarts with a Navier-Stokes result that is nearly orret everywhere, the number of time-steps required toreah steady state is greatly redued ompared to the full DSMC simulation. A further inrease in theMPC speedup ould be realized for the low Knudsen number ase if the DSMC time-step is inreased to beonsistent with the relevant mean ollision time present in the MPC-DSMC domain. This time-step would11 of 14Amerian Institute of Aeronautis and Astronautis
(a) CFD (top) and DSMC (bottom) (b) MPC (top) and DSMC (bottom)Figure 8: Comparison of density ontours and streamlines predited by full DSMC, full CFD, and the MPCmethod for Mah 12 ow over a ylinder with a global Knudsen number of 0.002.
(a) Translational Temperature (b) Rotational TemperatureFigure 9: Comparison of translational and rotational temperature ontours predited by full CFD, fullDSMC, and the MPC method for Mah 12 ow over a ylinder with a global Knudsen number of 0.002.
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be larger than the orresponding full DSMC simulation due to the elimination of the stagnation region whihontains the smallest mean ollision time. Previous omparison of the required MPC and full DSMC runtimes for the same ow onditions of the low Knudsen number ase showed a speedup of 10.6. The inreasein performane of the urrent MPC simulation ompared to full DSMC is due to a redution of the size ofthe DSMC region that is used in the MPC simulation. This is possible with the larger range of appliabilityof the ontinuum solver due to the implementation of rotational nonequilibrium.Table 2: Computational performane of the MPC method.Case Atual Speedup Ideal Speedup Memory Usage
M 15, Kn 0.01 4.5 2.6 22%
M 12, Kn 0.002 31.4 31.4 21%V. ConlusionA parallel implementation of the modular partile-ontinuum (MPC) method was desribed and testedon two ases of near-equilibrium, hypersoni ow over two dimensional ylinders. Although far from ideal,signiant speedup was attained using the parallel implementation. In addition, it was shown that theparallel performane sales well as the problem size inreases. Flow eld and CPU time requirements wereompared with full CFD and DSMC results. It was found that the MPC method an improve on the physialauray of the initial CFD solution to be in very good agreement with full DSMC results. This is diretlydue to applying the DSMC module in regions where the Navier-Stokes equations break down. Finally, itwas found that higher speedup fators an be ahieved for lower Knudsen number ows. This is due tosigniantly reduing the number of simulation partiles required and the time required for the ow to reahsteady state. It should be noted that both the full DSMC and MPC-DSMC module used onstant ell weightand time-step. It is expeted that variable ell time-step and partile weighting in the full DSMC simulationwill redue the required CPU time, but would have a similar, though smaller, eet on the required MPCCPU time.Future work is aimed at upgrading the DSMC module used in the MPC method. Though the DSMCmodule will remain nearly intat, hange to the hybrid funtions will be required to aommodate newapabilities. A newly upgraded DSMC module will allow varying ell weight and time-step in the DSMCregion that will further redue the omputational requirements of the MPC method. In addition, extensionto full 3-D simulation apability will further inrease the appliability of the MPC method to solve morerealisti near-ontinuum, hypersoni ow problems.AknowledgmentsThe authors gratefully aknowledge funding from NASA Grant NCC3-989 and the AFRL CollaborativeCenter in Aeronautial Sienes. Computational resour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